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ABSTRACT

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is one of the most widely
deployed interior gateway routing protocols on the Internet.
The most common attack vector against OSPF is spoofing of
routing advertisements on behalf of a remote router. OSPF
employs a self-defense “fight-back” mechanism that quickly
reverts the effects of such attacks. Nonetheless, some attacks
that evade the fight-back mechanism have been discovered,
making it possible to persistently falsify routing advertise-
ments. This type of attacks are the most serious threat
to a routing protocol since they allow an attacker to gain
persistent control over how traffic is routed throughout the
network. This shows that despite its maturity, the OSPF
specification is not without security flaws and may have still-
unknown vulnerabilities. In this work we systematically ana-
lyze – manually and by formal verification – the OSPF speci-
fication for additional vulnerabilities in the fight-back mech-
anism. Our analysis uncovered a fundamental security flaw
in OSPF that allows a simple means for an attacker to evade
the fight-back mechanism. Most major router vendors ac-
knowledged the existence of this vulnerability in their prod-
ucts. Fortunately, our analysis strongly indicates that no
other vulnerabilities in the fight-back mechanism are likely
to exist.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Computer Com-
munications Networks—Network Protocols, Routing Proto-
cols; C.2.0 [Computer Systems Organization]: Gen-
eral—Security and Protection; D.2.4 [Software]: Software
Engineering—Software Verification, Model Checking
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1. INTRODUCTION
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is one of the most pop-

ular interior gateway routing protocols on the Internet. Its
aim is to allow routers within a single autonomous system
(AS) to construct their routing tables, while dynamically
adapting to changes in the autonomous system’s topology.
OSPF is currently used within many autonomous systems
on the Internet. It was developed and standardized by the
IETF’s OSPF working group. This work is concerned with
version 2 of the protocol [15], which was specifically designed
for IPv4 networks; hence, it is essentially the only version
used today. Version 3 [8] has been standardized to accommo-
date IPv6 networks but has seen little deployment to date.

OSPF is a link-state routing protocol, which means that
each router advertises its links (and their costs) to neighbor-
ing routers and networks. These advertisements are termed
Link State Advertisements (LSAs). The cost of a link is
usually statically configured by the network administrator.
Each LSA is flooded throughout the AS, where a router re-
ceiving an LSA from one of its neighbors resends it to all its
other neighbors. Each router compiles an identical database
of the LSAs of all the routers in the AS and uses it to ob-
tain a complete view of the AS topology. It can thus employ
Dijkstra’s algorithm [9] to calculate the least cost paths be-
tween it and every other advertised network or router. As
a result, a next hop is derived for each destination, thus
forming the router’s routing table.

Figure 1 illustrates the flooding of an LSA throughout the
AS while the routers build their LSA database to construct
their view of the AS topology.

The most common attack vector against OSPF is LSA
falsification, in which an attacker advertises an LSA with
false link information. This allows an attacker to poison
the routers’ view of the AS topology, thereby affecting their
routing tables. The simplest attack of this type is to falsify
the LSA of a router the attacker already controls. However,
such an attack may have limited effectiveness since only one
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Figure 1: An example of LSA flooding (taken from
[16])

LSA is falsified, thereby poisoning a small part of the AS
topology – its immediate neighborhood. It would thus be
difficult for an attacker to gain real control over the routing
tables of other routers.
A much more powerful attack is falsifying an LSA on be-

half of routers the attacker does not control (e.g., [19]). Us-
ing this technique, the attacker can poison a large portion
of the view routers have of the AS topology, thereby chang-
ing their routing tables so that traffic flow is controlled by
the attacker. Since the false LSA is flooded throughout the
AS, it will eventually be received by the router on whose
behalf the false LSA has been advertised. Once that router
receives this LSA, it immediately triggers what is known as
the “fight-back” mechanism. This mechanism advertises a
newer instance of the LSA, which cancels out the false one,
thereby reversing the effects of the attack. Hence, although
such attacks cause instability and performance degradation
to the AS, they do not have a lasting effect.
However, were a vulnerability to be found in the specifi-

cation of the fight-back mechanism that would allow it to
be circumvented, an attacker could persistently control the
routing tables of all the routers in the AS. The attacker
could thus gain complete control over the routing of traf-
fic within the AS. The attacker could, for example, divert
remote traffic to pass through a router or a network the at-
tacker has access to in order to eavesdrop on the traffic or
alter it. Furthermore, such an attack could also affect the
routing of external traffic of other ASes routed through the
current AS. In some cases, a well-crafted attack on a high
volume transit AS may have a devastating effect on the net-
work connectivity of many ASes throughout the Internet.
Two such vulnerabilities in the design of the fight-back

mechanism were indeed discovered in the last few years.
The details are given in Section 4. These discoveries show
that the OSPF specification, despite its maturity, is still not
without security weaknesses. We believe that a systematic
and thorough analysis is called for in order to vet out other
possible vulnerabilities.
In this work we present the results of a systematic search

to uncover vulnerabilities in the OSPF specification that
would allow an attacker to evade the fight-back mechanism.
The search was conducted in two stages: manual analysis
followed by a formal verification. The manual stage began
by characterizing the general properties a vulnerability must
have to allow an attacker to successfully evade the fight-

Vendor Advisory
Brocade TSB 2013-165
Check Point sk94490
Cisco cisco-sa-20130801-lsaospf
D-Link DLINK-2013-VUL0213
IBM N1010309
Juniper PSN-2013-08-987
NEC NV13-006
Oracle CPU-Oct2013

Table 1: The major vulnerable vendors and the ad-
visories they published.

back mechanism. This was followed by a targeted manual
analysis of the specification to find such properties. This
analysis uncovered a new security weakness in the design of
the fight-back mechanism. In the second stage we aim to
formally validate that no other fight-back evasion vulnera-
bilities exist in OSPF. We formally modeled the fight-back
mechanism. Then we used a model checker to search for the
same properties we found in the manual stage. The model
checker was able to find all the previously known vulnera-
bilities as well as the newly discovered one. Moreover, no
other vulnerabilities were found. This gives a strong indi-
cation (albeit not a complete proof) that there are no other
weaknesses in the OSPF specification that allow an attacker
to evade the fight-back mechanism.

The newly discovered attack. The weakness uncov-
ered by our analysis turns out to be even more powerful and
simpler than the previously discovered vulnerabilities (see
comparison in Section 5.1). We have successfully verified the
vulnerability on Cisco and RouterOS (a software router). It
has been reported to CERT/CC, who relayed it to all known
OSPF router vendors in the market. Consequently, many
router vendors acknowledged the existence of this vulnera-
bility in their products. In most cases, the flaw was found
in their entire line of OSPF-related products. The affected
vendors are some of the most popular on the Internet. Ta-
ble 1 lists the major affected vendors and the advisories they
published. All these vendors released appropriate patches.
The vulnerability is identified by CVE-2013-0149.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
overview of the OSPF specification and principal function-
ality. Section 3 discusses the threat model we consider. Sec-
tion 4 reviews known attacks that exploit vulnerabilities in
the design of OSPF’s fight-back mechanism. Section 5 dis-
cusses our manual analysis, presents the newly found vulner-
ability, evaluates its severity, and proposes mitigation mea-
sures. Section 6 reviews our formal verification analysis and
its results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. OSPF BASICS
We begin with a brief overview of the OSPF protocol as

specified in [15]. OSPF is a link state routing protocol: each
router advertises an LSA containing the links to neighboring
networks and routers and their associated costs. Each LSA
is flooded throughout the AS. Routers construct a complete
view of the AS topology by compiling all the LSAs they
receive into a single database. From this global view routers
compute their routing tables. Each router is identified by
a parameter called router ID. A router ID is usually the IP
address of one of the router’s interfaces.



Figure 2: The structure of an LSA header

A local network having two or more routers directly at-
tached to it is called a transit network. A router connected
to a transit network advertises a link to the network rather
than to the neighboring routers. In addition, one of the
neighboring routers is chosen to act as a designated router.
This router advertises an LSA on behalf of the local network,
in addition to its own LSA, advertising links back from the
network to all the routers attached to the network (including
itself).
Each LSA is advertised periodically every 30 minutes, by

default. An LSA includes a Sequence Number field, which is
incremented for every new instance. A fresh LSA instance
with a higher sequence number will always take precedence
over an older instance with a lower sequence number. In
addition, an LSA includes an Age field indicating the elapsed
time since the LSA’s origination. When it reaches 1 hour,
the LSA instance is removed from the LSA database.
For scalability reasons, OSPF allows an AS to be parti-

tioned into areas. Flooding is confined to a single area while
routing information is disseminated between different areas
through a special backbone area. For simplicity of the pre-
sentation we shall consider only the case where an AS is
composed of a single area.
The OSPF defines four basic types of LSA: Router-LSA,

Network-LSA, Summary-LSA and AS-external-LSA. The most
common type is Router-LSA, which is used to advertise the
links of a given router. For brevity, throughout the paper
we refer to a Router-LSA as simply LSA.
All LSAs begin with a common 20 byte header. Figure 2

depicts the LSA header. A description of the LSA header
fields follows.

• LS age – The time in seconds since the LSA was orig-
inated.

• Options – Optional capabilities supported by the de-
scribed portion of the routing domain.

• LS type – The type of LSA.

• Link State ID – Identifies the part of the AS that is
being described by the LSA.

• Advertising Router – Identifies the router that origi-
nated the LSA.

• LS sequence number – The sequence number of the
LSA.

• LS checksum – The checksum of the complete contents
of the LSA.

• Length – The length in bytes of the LSA.

The standard specifies (Sec. 12.1 of [15]) that an LSA is
identified by the three fields: LS type, Link State ID, and
Advertising Router.

2.1 OSPF’s Security Strengths
We next discuss the dominant security strengths of OSPF

and explain why it is difficult for an attacker to persistently
and significantly poison the routing table of a router it does
not control. In order for an attacker to substantially alter
a router’s routing table, the attacker needs to poison large
portions of the LSA database of that router. Since an LSA
holds only a small part of the AS topology – only a single
router and the links to its immediate neighbors – an attacker
needs to falsify LSAs of multiple routers. In most cases the
attacker have no control over the routers it wishes to falsify
their LSAs.

In the following we list the properties of OSPF that make
it impossible, in the general case, for an attacker to falsify
LSAs of routers it does not control.

1. Flooding – Every LSA is flooded throughout the AS. In
particular, this means that a false LSA advertised by
the attacker will eventually be received by the router
on whose behalf the false LSA has been advertised.

2. fight-back – Once a router receives a false instance of
its own LSA, it immediately advertises a newer in-
stance which cancels out the false one.

The fight-back mechanism, combined with the flooding
property, should prevent an attacker from persistently and
stealthily falsifying an LSA of a router the attacker does not
control. Due to the flooding property we are assured that in
the general case the fight-back LSA will be received by all
routers in the AS.

3. THREAT MODEL
We adopt the common threat model found in the litera-

ture ([18, 19, 11, 16]). This model assumes the attacker has
the ability to send LSAs to at least one valid router in the
AS and that router processes them as valid LSAs. This as-
sumption can be trivially achieved by an insider, namely an
attacker who gained control over just a single router in the
AS. We assume nothing about the location of the compro-
mised router. In particular, we do not assume the attacker
compromised a core or a centrally located router.

The attacker can gain control of a router, for example, by
remotely exploiting an implementation vulnerability on the
router. Several such vulnerabilities have been published in
the past (e.g., CVE-2010-0581, CVE-2010-0580, and CVE-
2009-2865). Note that we do not assume that the attacker
can compromise an arbitrary number of routers within the
AS, since in many cases it is difficult for an attacker to do
that even if he has already comprised one router in the AS.
One reason for this is the routers’ firmware diversity. For
example, it has been pointed out ([12]) that there are over
300,000 unique variants of Cisco’s IOS. This diversity stems
from a mixture of various hardware platforms, feature-sets,
licensing agreements, and build procedures. This firmware
diversity has largely made the deployment of reliable attacks
difficult in practice. Moreover, usually with every attempt
to take-over a router inevitably the chances of discovery



increase, hence the attacker may prefer to launch a single
OSPF attack rather than compromise multiple routers.
OSPF employs per-link LSA authentication where each

link is associated with a secret shared by all the routers
directly attached to that link. A router authenticates a
received LSA using the secret associated with the link on
which it was received. Note that no end-to-end authentica-
tion is employed in OSPF. The threat model assumes that
the attacker knows only the secrets associated with the links
that are directly attached to the router it controls. It does
not know the secrets associated with other links in the AS.
Consequently, the attacker may only be able to send false
LSAs to its immediate neighbors (which they in turn flood
to their neighbors). Specifically, the attacker can not send
an LSA directly to a remote router.
We also note that in order to realize the assumptions of

the threat model it is not necessary for the attacker to com-
promise a router in the AS. It is sufficient to know the secret
of one of the links in the AS. This would allow an attacker
to remotely send false LSAs that would be successfully au-
thenticated by the routers attached to that link.
The attacker’s goal is to significantly poison the routing

tables of other routers within the routing domain of the com-
promised router. Because the attacker would like to control
the routing domain for an extended period of time, the poi-
soning should be persistent and stealthy while reducing the
attack’s footprints and the trails leading to the attacker.

4. KNOWN ATTACKS
There are two previously published attack techniques that

exploit design vulnerabilities of OSPF in order to evade the
fight-back mechanism, thereby allowing the attacker to per-
sistently falsify an LSA of a route it does not control.
Jones et al. [11] introduced the first known attack that

evades the fight-back mechanism – called ’periodic injection’.
The attack exploits a vulnerability in which the fight-back
mechanism is triggered only after the router has flooded
the false LSA (which was advertised on its behalf) to its
neighbors. Since the OSPF specification prevents a router
from originating two instances of its own LSA within less
than 5 seconds. The victim router must wait for that time
period before it is able to send the fight-back LSA. Hence,
if the attacker periodically advertises the false LSA at least
once every 5 seconds, it will ultimately prevent the attacker
from issuing any fight-back LSAs.
Nakibly et al. [16] presented another attack technique that

evaded the effect of the fight-back mechanism called ’Dis-
guised LSA’. This attack is more severe than the attack
of [11] since only two malicious packets are required to per-
sistently falsify an LSA of a router. The technique exploited
a vulnerability in the fight-back mechanism which does not
advertise a correcting LSA if the received LSA is “identical”
to last valid LSA advertised by that router. The OSPF spec
considers two instances of an LSA to be identical if they
have the same values in the following three fields: Sequence
Number, Checksum, and Age. In fact, two LSAs are con-
sidered identical even if their Age fields differ by up to 15
minutes (and the Sequence Number and Checksum fields are
the same). The key point is that the spec considers these
two LSAs to be the same even if the actual advertised links
in the LSAs differ. The attack exploited this by advertising
a false LSA that seems to be identical to a future fight-back
LSA sent by a victim router. During the launch of the at-

tack the fight-back mechanism is triggered, however other
routers ignore this fight-back LSA by considering it to be a
duplicate of the false LSA. Thereby, rendering the fight-back
LSA ineffective.

5. MANUAL ANALYSIS
We note that there is a general lesson to be learned from

the vulnerabilities outlined above: a defense mechanism must
always be fully aligned with the functionality that it pro-
tects. In other words, a defense mechanism must cover the
entire relevant attack surface of the functionality it aims
to defend. The slightest misalignment jeopardizes the entire
functionality. In our case the defense mechanism is the fight-
back mechanism, the protected functionality is the routing
table calculation, and the attack surface is the receipt of
LSAs. The two fight-back evasion attacks described above
are successful examples of techniques that exploit such mis-
alignments, enabling the attacker to send a false LSA that
does not trigger a fight-back while still affecting the routing
table calculation of the routers that install it.

In the periodic injection attack the misalignment is due to
the fight-back being triggered after the flooding step. In the
disguised LSA attack the misalignment is due to the fight-
back being triggered only on the basis of the LSA’s header
fields and not on its content.

Note that not every false LSA that does not trigger a fight-
back results in a successful attack. For example, an LSA that
is advertised on behalf of a nonexistent – phantom – router
will never trigger a fight-back; however, it will not affect the
routing table calculation of routers that install that LSA1.

One may well ask whether the OSPF specification has
other security weaknesses in which the fight-back mecha-
nism is not fully aligned with the routing table calculation.
To answer this question, we reviewed, in detail, both the
conditions which trigger the fight-back mechanism, as de-
scribed in Section 13.4 of [15], and the procedures of the
routing table calculation, as described in Section 16 of [15].
Then we systematically searched for misalignments between
them.

To find such misalignments we first enumerated all the
fields in the LSA header which may potentially affect the
routing table calculation and the values which they must
hold in order for an LSA to actually influence this calcula-
tion. This resulted in the following list.

1. LS age must be lower than 3600 (the maximum value
age value).

2. Link State ID must belong to an existing router or
network in the AS.

3. LS sequence number must be higher than the value of
the valid LSA to be replaced.

As a second stage of our search we closely inspected the
cases that may trigger a fight-back. These cases can then
be easily translated into conditions on LSA header fields.
Then we asked what should be the header of an LSA that,
on one hand, obey the conditions to influence the routing

1The OSPF specification mandates that only links adver-
tised by both their ends can affect the routing table. Since
no real router will advertise a link to the phantom router, the
false links advertised on behalf of it will be ignored during
the routing table calculation.



table calculation, but, on the other hand, does not obey the
conditions of the fight-back. This analysis led us to the new
vulnerability we uncovered. The following section explains
the vulnerability in detail.

5.1 The New Attack
The Link State ID field of a Router-LSA equals the ID of

the router whose links are described by the LSA. Moreover,
since a Router-LSA is originated by the router described
by that LSA, the Advertising Router field of the LSA will
also equal the router’s ID. Therefore, we note that in ev-
ery Router-LSA, the above two fields – Link State ID and
Advertising Router – are expected to have the same exact
value. The first part of the vulnerability arises because the
standard neglects to specify a sanity check to verify this
equality on LSA reception. Thus, a Router-LSA is consid-
ered valid even if it has different values in these two fields.
In the following we explain how an attacker can benefit from
this.
According to Section 13.4 of [15], a router is triggered to

send a fight-back LSA only if it receives a false LSA in which

“the Advertising Router is equal to the router’s
own Router ID.”

This means that no fight-back shall be triggered by the
victim router as long as the Advertising Router field of a
received LSA is not equal to the victim router’s ID. This is
true even if the Link State ID field of that LSA equals the
victim router’s ID. Namely, no fight-back is triggered even
if the false LSA claims to describe the links of the victim
router itself.
An attacker can exploit the above vulnerability as follows.

Let us assume the attacker wishes to advertise a false LSA on
behalf of some victim router, Rv. The attacker will advertise
on its local links the false LSA while having a header in
which:

• Link State ID = ID of Rv,

• Advertising Router 6= ID of Rv.

The false LSA shall be flooded throughout the AS as usual
and will eventually be received by all routers, including the
victim router Rv. The OSPF standard guarantees that such
false LSA will not trigger fight-back byRv. Consequently, all
routers within the AS – including Rv – install the false LSA
in their LSA databases. Thus, the attacker achieves com-
plete poisoning of the LSA databases of all routers within
the AS.
However, does this LSA database poisoning indeed poison

the routing tables as well? Recall that an LSA is identified
by the combination of the following three fields:

1. LS type,

2. Advertising Router,

3. and Link State ID.

This means that the false LSA advertised by the attacker
has a different identifier than that of the valid LSA of the
victim router. They differ in the Advertising Router field’s
value. The value of a valid LSA equals that of the vic-
tim router’s ID while the value of the false LSA does not.
Therefore, the false LSA should not replace the valid LSA

in the LSA databases. Consequently, following the attack,
both LSAs are expected to reside in the LSA databases of
all routers.

Now let us turn to the second part of the vulnerability.
The OSPF standard (Section 16.1) specifies that during the
routing table calculation phase LSAs are looked up in the
LSA database

“based on the Vertex ID”.

The vertex ID refers in the standard to the LSA’s Link
State ID field. This means that while a router calculates
its routing table, it identifies LSAs on the basis of their
Link State ID field only and not on the basis of the full LSA
identifier, which also includes the Advertising Router and LS
type fields. That the lookup is based on the partial identifier
is explicitly reiterated in footnote 14 of the standard, which
also explains the motivation behind this:

“[14] There is one instance where a lookup must
be done based on partial information. This is
during the routing table calculation, when a network-
LSA must be found based solely on its Link State
ID. The lookup in this case is still well defined,
since no two network-LSAs can have the same
Link State ID.”

Namely, the standard motivates this lookup by saying
that during the routing table calculation the full identifier
of Network-LSAs is not known. However, it seems that the
standard unduly generalized this partial information lookup
to Router-LSAs as well, despite the full identifier of a Router-
LSA being known during the routing calculation phase2.

The above gives rise to the following question: which LSA
will be fetched from the LSA database during the routing
table calculation: the valid LSA of the victim router or
the false LSA advertised by the attacker? Remember, both
LSAs reside side by side in the LSA database of each router
in the AS. Both LSAs have the exact same value in their
Link State ID field – the ID of the victim router. Unfortu-
nately, the standard fails to answer this question; it does not
consider the case where two different LSAs have the same
Link State ID field. Because this question is not addressed
in the standard, the answer is thus dependent on the imple-
mentation. An OSPF implementation that fetches the valid
LSA during the routing table calculation is oblivious to the
attack. However, an OSPF implementation that fetches the
false LSA is completely vulnerable to the attack.

As noted in Table 1 the attack is indeed successful against
many OSPF implementations which were found to be vul-
nerable. These vendors and others have acknowledged their
routers are vulnerable to the attack and released suitable
patches.

In Table 2 we compare the attack techniques of [11] and
of [16] with the new attack technique we uncovered. All
three attacks persistently falsify an LSA of a victim router
not controlled by the attacker. However, it seems that our
attack is more powerful that the others. It does not trigger
the victim router to originate a fight-back LSA during the
attack. It requires only a single malicious packet to carry
out the attack. Finally, it can be used to poison the entire

2Note that for Router-LSAs, the Advertising Router field
must be equal to the Link State ID field and hence must
also be known.



Figure 3: The topology used for the experiments

AS: all the routers within the attacked AS will install the
false LSA in their LSA databases. This includes the victim
router on whose behalf the false LSA has been advertised.
This last property is unique to our attack.

5.2 Attack’s Effects on Commercial Routers
We demonstrate the attack’s effects on two commercial

routers: a hardware router and a software router. We chose
a Cisco 7200-series router as a hardware router. For the
software router we chose MikroTik’s RouterOS [4]. On both
routers the attack was successful and reliable. Figure 3 de-
picts the sample network topology we used for both experi-
ments. We labeled the routers as follows:

• Victim – The router on whose behalf a false LSA is
advertised

• Attacker – The router that was compromised by the
attacker, and which originates the false LSA

• R1 – The router co-located on the same local network
as the attacker and victim

• R2 – A router connected to the victim router

The victim, attacker and R1 reside on the same local net-
work – Net1. The victim and R2 reside on a different local
network. The attacker sends out a false LSA onto Net1 on
behalf of the victim . The false LSA has the following fields
in its header:

• Link State ID = victim’s ID

• Advertising Router 6= victim’s ID (some arbitrary value)

• LS sequence number > valid LSA’s sequence number

The attacker advertises an LSA on behalf of the victim say-
ing that the victim has only a single link which is connected
to Net1. In particular, no link is advertised which connects
the victim to R2. The purpose of this false LSA is to poison
the LSA database of R1 so that no route to R2 will exist
in its routing table. The attacker floods the false LSA on
Net1. Note that we put R1 and the attacker on the same lo-
cal network to simplify the presentation. R1’s LSA database
would have been poisoned even if R1 had not resided on the
local network of the attacker.

Cisco.
We used network simulation software called GNS3 [3] that

builds on top of a Cisco IOS emulator called Dynamips [1].
We emulated a Cisco 7200 router with a commercial image
of a stable release of IOS – 15.0(1)M3. We configured the
3IOS 15.0(1)M was released on November 2009. Cisco ac-
knowledged that IOS’s latest release – 15.3 – is also vulner-
able as well as most other versions of IOS (around 600!).

topology described above in the GNS3 software. The attack
was successful. Here are our main findings:

1. The false LSA replaces the valid LSA. The false LSA
is not only installed in the LSA databases of all the
routers but also replaces the valid LSA. This hap-
pens in all routers, including the victim router. Con-
sequently, all routers always consider the false LSA
during their routing table calculation.

2. Routing tables of all routers except the victim router
are poisoned. All routers except the victim build their
routing tables according to the false LSA advertised
by the attacker. In particular, the route to R2 in R1’s
routing table is gone.

3. The routing table of the victim is erased. Probably
due to the bogus value of the Advertising Router field
in the false LSA, the victim does not install routes
in its routing table. Consequently, all the entries in
the victim’s routing table which are sourced from the
OSPF process are deleted. This essentially empties
the routing table, effectively making the victim unable
to perform its routing function. This erasure of the
victim’s routing table is permanent. The victim is not
able to spontaneously recover from this. To recover,
the OSPF process must be reinitialized.

4. The attack can be undone. The attacker can easily
undo the effects of the attack by sending another false
LSA on behalf of the victim but this time with an
Advertising Router that equals the victim’s ID. This
LSA must have a higher sequence number than that of
the previous attack LSA. The new false LSA triggers
a fight-back by the victim, which originates a newer
instance of the valid LSA that replaces the false LSA
in the LSA databases of all routers. In particular, the
route to R2 is reinstated in R1’s routing table and the
victim’s routing table reverts to normal.

RouterOS.
RouterOS is a software router that can be run on an x86

PC. We tested the newest version of RouterOS – version
6.2. We set up on a single PC four virtual machines running
Ubuntu version 10.4 Desktop. Each virtual machine ran
a single instance of RouterOS. The virtual machines were
configured in the topology described above. The attack was
successful. Here are our main findings:

1. The false LSA is installed in the LSA databases of all
routers. Note that unlike the Cisco case, here the valid
LSA still remains in the LSA databases.

2. All routers always consider the false LSA during their
routing table calculation. Routing tables of all routers
except the victim router are poisoned, as in the Cisco
case. We assume that the false LSA is always fetched
rather than the valid one since it was installed in the
database on a later time, however we can not verify
this.

3. The routing table of the victim is erased, as in the
Cisco case.

4. Triggering a fight-back using a second false LSA does
not undo the attack’s effects.



Attack property Periodic injection [11] Disguised LSA [16] Our attack
Persistence Yes Yes Yes
Triggers fight-back No Yes No
Number of packets to send Many (1 packet per 5 sec.) 2 1
Entire AS is poisoned No No Yes
Victim router is poisoned No No Yes

Table 2: A comparison of our attack to previously published persistent attacks. The green cells in each row
contain the best value for the corresponding attack property

5.3 Mitigation Measures
The attack we presented relies on the following three vul-

nerabilities in the standard:

1. There is no sanity check on Router-LSA reception to
verify that the Link State ID field equals the Adver-
tising Router field.

2. A fight-back is triggered only when a false LSA is re-
ceived having an Advertising Router field that equals
the ID of current router (Section 13.4).

3. During the routing table calculation phase, Router-
LSAs are looked up in the LSA database using only on
the Link State ID field (Section 16.1).

Elimination of any one of the three vulnerabilities shall
successfully mitigate the attack. Here are possible mitiga-
tion measures for each vulnerability:

1. Specify a check on Router-LSA reception to verify that
the Link State ID field equals the Advertising Router
field; otherwise, the LSA should be discarded.

2. A fight-back shall be triggered if a false LSA is received
having either an Advertising Router or a Link State ID
that equals the ID of current router.

3. During the routing table calculation phase, Router-
LSAs are looked up using their full identifier.

Probably the easiest mitigation measure for a vendor to
implement is the first one. It is least likely to have unex-
pected affects on other parts of the OSPF implementation.
Indeed, this measure was implemented by many vendors
found to be vulnerable to the attack. We note, however,
that the third measure should ideally be implemented as
well, since the third vulnerability is due to an oversight of
the protocol’s designers rather than an intended functional-
ity.

6. FORMAL VERIFICATION
Model checking is a widely used formal verification method.

Its goal is to automatically determine whether a system
satisfies a desired specification. A model of the system
is systematically searched for a violation of the specifica-
tion. If such a violation is found, the system behavior that
caused this violation is returned to the user. Model check-
ing has shown notable success in verifying software systems,
hardware designs, communication protocols, controllers, and
more [6, 17].
Some past works [14, 10, 13, 5] have analyzed the security

of OSPF and other routing protocols using model checking.
Their goal was to check OSPF functionality in general. Since

OSPF is a complex protocol, none of these works actually
modeled the protocol in its entirety but rather abstracted
away many of the details. In this work, we extend a pre-
vious formal model of OSPF that was described in [5]. In
this extension, the fight-back mechanism and routing table
calculation are modeled in more detail. Such extended mod-
eling allows us to better search for attacks that may exploit
intricate details of the fight-back mechanism.

6.1 Modeling OSPF
The model is composed of a fixed network topology that

contains legitimate OSPF routers and a single malicious
router. The modeled functionality includes the LSA mes-
sage structure, the LSA flooding procedure, the fight-back
mechanism, and the routing table calculation. In the follow-
ing we include a pseudo-code that gives a general overview
of the model we used. For the sake of brevity and clarity, the
pseudo-code does not encompass all of the model’s details.
The code of our full model can be found here [2]. The next
sections explain the pseudo-code.

6.1.1 The main function

The main function of the model is a loop, where in each
loop iteration any of the routers (including the attacker) can
run their procedure once. Each loop iteration is considered
a cycle. The flooding timers of each router are decremented
in every cycle (see Section 6.1.3 for an explanation of the
flooding timers).

We mark LSAs which are deemed to affect the routing
table. We count the number of cycles each LSA resides in
an LSA database. The last portion of the main loop is the
assertion of the model’s specification (Section 6.1.5).

6.1.2 The attacker model

The attacker generates an LSA with arbitrary content.
This models an attacker with complete control over the false
LSAs it sends out. Note that the identity of the victim router
on whose behalf the false LSA is sent is not predefined. It
can be any one of the legitimate routers. The model checker
will cover every possible false LSA during its search for an
attack. Note that the attack may be composed of a sequence
of false LSAs sent by the attacker.

6.1.3 The router model

In the initial state, each router R has in its LSA database
LSAs originated by R, and for each link described in these
LSAs, there is also an LSA in the database with a link back
to R. Namely, there is a link from one of R’s neighbors back
to R. We need these links in our model because, as per the
OSPF standard, a link can be considered in the routing table
calculation only if there are links in the reverse direction.



Listing 1: The model’s main loop
main ( )
{

loop {
for every route r R
{

Router (R) ; // execu te R’ s procedure

i f (R. f l o od i n g t ime r > 0)
R. f l o od ing t ime r −−;

for every LSA in R.LSA DB
{

LSA. counter++;

// v i o l a t i o n o f t h i s a s s e r t i o n
// i n d i c a t e s a s u c c e s s f u l a t t a c k
a s s e r t (

LSA.mark == f a l s e | |
LSA. o r i g i n a t ed by a t t a c k e r ==

f a l s e | |
LSA. counter < MIN COUNTER
) ;

}
}

Attacker ( ) ; // execu te a t t a c k e r ’ s
procedure

num cycles++;
}

}

Listing 2: The attacker’s procedure
Attacker ( )
{

LSA = generate arb i t ra ry LSA ( ) ;
f l o od (LSA) ;

}

Each router has a flooding timer that determines how
many cycles it should wait before originating an LSA. When
the timer is set to 0 the router can originate its own LSA
without any delay. After the router floods its own LSA, its
timer is set to MinLSInterval, a predefined constant that
determines by how many cycles to delay the next LSA orig-
ination. The timer is decreased by 1 in each cycle for which
its value is greater than 0.
When the router R receives an LSA, it first checks that it

is valid (i.e., properly formatted and received from a valid
neighbor). If so, it checks whether such an LSA exists in its
LSA database. If it exists and is considered newer than the
database copy or if it does not exist in the database, then R

floods this LSA. Afterward it checks whether the LSA is self-
originated. A self-originated LSA is a one whose Advertising
Router field equals R’s ID. If this conditions holds, a fight-
back is triggered, in which case the LSA will not be installed
in the database. The fight-back itself is delayed due to the
flooding of the false LSA prior to discovering that it was
self-originated.
Otherwise, R adds this LSA to its LSA database and

Listing 3: A valid router procedure
Router (R)
{

// f e t c h the LSA at the top o f the
// rou t e r ’ s incoming queue
LSA = R. in queue . dequeue ( )

i f ( !R. va l i d (LSA) )
continue ;

i f (LSA i s newer than one in R.LSA DB)
{

R. f l o od (LSA) ;

i f (R. i s s e l f o r i g i n a t e d (LSA) )
{

R. f l o od i n g t ime r = minLSInterval ;
FB LSA = R. g en e r a t e f i g h t ba ck ( ) ;

// r ep l a c e e x i s t i n g queued f i g h t−back
// wi th the new one .
i f (R. f l ood ing queue . s i z e ( ) > 0)
R. f l ood ing queue . dequeue ( )

R. f l ood ing queue . enqueue (FB LSA) ;
}

else
{

R.LSA DB. update (LSA) ;
R. ca l cRT f lag = True ;

}
}

i f (R. f l o od i n g t ime r == 0)
{

i f (R. f l ood ing queue . s i z e ( ) > 0)
{

LSA = R. f l ood ing queue . dequeue ( )
R. f l o od (LSA) ;

}
}

R. Rout ingTableCalcu lat ion ( ) ;
}

triggers the routing table calculation. The calculation logic
must be modeled since not every LSA installed in the LSA
database of a router eventually affects that router’s routing
table.

6.1.4 The routing table calculation

To keep the model compact, we do not model the en-
tire routing table calculation logic. We are not interested
in modeling the calculated routing table, but only the func-
tionality that determines which LSAs will ultimately affect
it. We start by considering R as reachable (it is the root of
its shortest path’s tree). Then, a lookup for R’s LSA in its
database is performed using the Link State ID field. Note
that the fetched LSA may be either a valid LSA of R or a
malicious LSA crafted by the attacker in a previous stage.
For each advertised link in the fetched LSA, let W denote
the neighbor on the other side of that link. If an LSA for
W is found and contains a link back to R, then R’s LSA is



Listing 4: The routing table calculation procedure
Rout ingTableCalcu lat ion ( )
{

i f ( ! ca l cRT f lag )
continue ;

ca l cRT f lag = False ;
//R i s the curren t rou t e r
R. reachab l e = True ;

for every V where V. r eachab l e == True
{

// lookup in an a r b i t r a r y order w i th in
LSA database f o r V’ s LSA

V LSA = DB lookup (V) ;

for every l i n k L in V LSA
{
W = L. neighbor ;
W LSA = DB lookup (W) ;
i f (W LSA has l i n k back to V)
{

//V LSA a f f e c t s the rou t ing t a b l e
V LSA .mark = True ;
W. reachab l e = True ;

}
}

}

for ( every Summary−LSA in LSA DB)
{

i f (LSA. Advert i s ingRouter . r eachab l e ==
True )

//LSA a f f e c t s the rou t ing t a b l e
LSA.mark = True ;

}
}

marked and W is considered reachable in the shortest path
tree. This loop is executed for every reachable router.
According to the OSPF standard, a Summary-LSA in-

stalled in the database affects the routing table if and only
if its Advertising Router field contains an ID of a reachable
router. Therefore, our model marks such LSAs only if this
condition holds.

6.1.5 Specification

We say that an attack is successful if there is an LSA
installed in a router for which all of the following three con-
ditions hold:

1. The LSA was originated by the attacker.

2. The LSA is marked, i.e., it affects the routing table
calculation.

3. The LSA’s counter exceeds MIN COUNTER (where
MIN COUNTER is some large value).

The last condition ensures that the attack is persistent,
i.e., it is not reverted by the fight-back mechanism. The
MIN COUNTER is a predefined constant that determines
the persistency of the attack. In our model, when an LSA
that was originated by the attacker replaces an older in-

stance of that LSA which was also originated by the at-
tacker, then the counter value of the older LSA is copied to
that of the newer one. This allows our model to find attacks
in which the false LSA’s instances are constantly changed
by the attacker. These are also considered persistent at-
tacks since the attacker has an uninterrupted effect on the
routing table.

This specification is coded as an assertion in the model’s
main loop. If the model checker finds a state of the model
which violates this assertion, then it must be the case that
the attacker managed to persistently affect the routing table
calculation while evading the fight-back mechanism.

6.2 Results
We implemented the above model in C and used the CBMC

tool [7] to perform the model checking. The CBMC tool is a
bounded model checker that receives a C program as input.
It can check whether all possible execution paths (loops are
checked up to some bound) of the C program satisfy an as-
sertion by translating the C program into a SAT formula
and by checking whether it is satisfiable using a SAT solver.
It is also possible to add assumptions within the program
in order to check only a subset of the execution paths that
satisfy the assumptions.

6.2.1 Attacks found in our model

By running the model checker with our OSPF model im-
plementation, we recreated the following attacks:

1. The disguised LSA attack was found, where the at-
tacker sent two LSAs – a trigger LSA and a disguised
LSA. This attack was also found on the original model
from [5] without the extensions added here.

2. The periodic injection attack – where the attacker peri-
odically sent LSAs on behalf of some router at a higher
rate than MinLSInterval. Each LSA sent by the at-
tacker had a sequence number greater than the pre-
vious one. Therefore, the delayed fight-back was also
replaced and delayed for each new instance. Conse-
quently, a sequence of malicious LSAs were present in
the victim’s LSA database more than MIN COUNTER
cycles, and the fight-back was never sent due to reset
of the flooding timer with every received false LSA.

3. An attack that exploits the new vulnerability was found
in our manual analysis stage. The output contained an
execution path that described the above attack, where
the LSA sent by the attacker was a Router-LSA having
a Link State ID equal to the victim’s ID but having a
different value for the Advertising Router.

6.2.2 Correcting the vulnerabilities in the model

The CBMC model checker halts after it finds the first
counterexample for the assertion in our model. Therefore,
in order to find new vulnerabilities, we had to correct the
ones found above.

1. In order to avoid receiving the disguised LSA attack,
we changed the condition that triggers the fight-back
mechanism, such that not only newer self-originated
LSA instances will trigger it, but also instances that
are considered identical to the LSA in the database,
and were actually originated by the attacker. In that
case the disguised LSA will also trigger a fight-back.



2. In order to avoid receiving the periodic injection at-
tack, we set the MinLSInterval to 0. In that case the
fight-back is not delayed thus the attack cannot be
persistent.

3. In order to avoid receiving the new attack, we added
an assumption that during LSA generation by the at-
tacker, the Link State ID field must equal the Adver-
tising Router field. As noted above, this condition was
actually used in the patches released by most vendors
who were found vulnerable to the attack.

We reran CBMC on the corrected model and no new at-
tacks were found. This indicates that, once the above con-
ditions are enforced, an attacker will not be able to craft
a malicious LSA such that it will not trigger the fight-back
mechanism while still affecting the routing table calculation.
Nonetheless, we note that model checking is only as good

as the model itself. The above result cannot be considered
“proof” that no further weaknesses exist in OSPF in general
since we omitted details of OSPF operation that are not
relevant to the fight-back mechanism. Moreover, since we
used a bounded model checker, namely one that does not
explore all the states of the model, the above result cannot
be considered “proof” that no other weaknesses in the fight-
back mechanism exist. Nonetheless, we believe this result
provides a strong indication that there are no additional
weaknesses in this mechanism.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We present a systematic security analysis of the OSPF

protocol against fight-back evasion attacks. The analysis
was conducted both manually and by formal verification.
We found a persistent new attack on OSPF that exploits
vulnerabilities in the OSPF standard itself. The attack is
the first to allow complete poisoning of all routers within
the AS. The attack is successful against OSPF implemen-
tations of some of the most popular router vendors on the
Internet. Then, we proposed three simple mitigation mea-
sures to defend against the attack. Using model checking,
we sought other persistent attacks that aim to evade the
fight-back mechanism. The results gives an indication that
once the known weaknesses are mitigated no other weakness
in the fight-back mechanism exists.
The general lesson one may draw from this security analy-

sis is that a defense mechanism must always be fully aligned
with the functionality that it protects. The slightest mis-
alignment or the tiniest functionality that is left uncovered
jeopardizes the entire functionality.
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